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Privacy concerns do not have solid 
economic grounds

Free online services would not be 
possible without increasing 
collection of consumer data

Sharing personal data
is an economic win-win

Loss of privacy is the price to pay for 
the benefits of big data
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How

And, how do we achieve that degree of protection?
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Privacy

Secrecy

Anonymity

Autonomy

Solitude

Right to be left alone

Seclusion

Disguise

Obscurity

Information security

Confidentiality

Control over information



RegulationSelf-Regulation

Market forces

(Privacy 
enhancing) 

technologies

Consumer 
choice

Nudges

Policy 
interventions



The evolution
of the economics of privacy
 Early 1980s
 The Chicago School

 Mid 1990s
 The IT revolution

 2000s and onward
 Expansion and fragmentation



The early days: Posner
 Privacy as concealment of information

 Individuals with negative traits (e.g., low quality employees) have interest 
in hiding them

 Individuals with positive traits have interest in showing them
 Reducing information available to “buyers” in the market (e.g., 

employers) reduces efficiency

 Costs of concealment borne by others 
 E.g., when privacy of sex-offenders is protected

 Extends argument to non-market behavior
 E.g., marriage



The early days: Stigler
 Exchange of information will lead to desirable economic 

outcomes independently of ownership of data
 E.g.: If I am a “good” debtor, I want this information to be known; if 

I am a “bad” debtor, I want to keep it secret
 Suppose I am a bad debtor: then, whether I hide information or 

information about me is reported, I will pay higher rates (no 
information == bad information)



The mid 1990s: Varian
 Externalities (positive and negative) arise due to the secondary 

use of information
 Digitization of information creates novel challenges: collapsing 

MCs render semi-private information fully public
 Proposal: define property rights in private information in ways 

that allow consumers to retain control over how information 
about them is used
 E.g., make it costly to access certain digital information



2000s and onwards

 Expansion and fragmentation
 Increased modeling sophistication
 Diversification of focus
 Emergence of empirical analyses
 Emergence of applied behavioral economic research





Posner (1978, 1981), Stigler (1980)

Privacy is about hiding negative information. Thus, privacy 

protection interferes with economic transactions: it causes a 

transfer of wealth from potential data holders to data 

subjects

Privacy is redistributive



Varian (1996)

Consumers would rationally want telemarketers to know what 
products they are interested in, but not how much they are 
interested in those products

Acquisti and Varian (2005) (as well as Taylor 2004)
Under tracking, myopic customers get price discriminated in 
intertemporal dynamic pricing model 

I.e., in absence of privacy protection, consumers are worse off 
(perfect price discrimination)

… but so is the lack of privacy



Privacy is inefficient

Obstacles to data sharing create economic inefficiencies

Posner (1978, 1981); Stigler (1980)



… but so can be data collection too

Competition pushes firms to invest more than socially 
optimal amount in gathering consumer data

Competitive pressure leads to divergence between private 
and social marginal benefits of information acquisition

Hirshleifer (1971); Taylor (2008); Burke, Taylor, Wagman (2011); 
Hermalin and Katz (2006)

In fact: absence of privacy protection can decrease not just 
consumer but aggregate welfare



Empirics: Data sharing and EMR

Adoption of advanced EMR leads to a 27% decline in 

patient safety events

Hydari, Telang, Marella (2015)

Adoption of advanced EMR increases outpatient charges 

by 12%

Romanosky, Adjerid, Weber (2015)



Empirics: Privacy and innovation

Privacy regulation reduces technology adoption/innovation

Miller and Tucker (2009, …)

Privacy regulation increases technology adoption/innovation

Adjerid, Acquisti, Telang, Padman, Adler-Minstein (2015)

The key seems to be what type of regulation
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Regulation

Notice & 
consent

Sector-specific 
restrictions 

(e.g., COPPA)

Broad 
interventions 
(e.g. GDPR)



A few conclusions
 At the micro level (“first-order” consumer welfare), rational 

(self-interested) economic arguments for privacy protection 
(including via regulatory interventions)

 At the macro level (aggregate welfare, second-order effects), 
impact much more nuanced

 In fact, and importantly: Positive, negative, indeterminate 
effects all possible - depending on context

 Effects nuanced and context dependent

 Depend on type of regulation (among other things)

 Still, we should dispel myth that privacy protection inherently 

depressing  welfare / innovation / growth (this result is solid in both 

theoretical and empirical research) 21



Also: What most studies (inevitably) 
abstract from

 Multiple possible objective functions

 Interests of stakeholders often not aligned

 Second-order, long-term effects

 Heterogeneous effects

 The key role for privacy enhancing technologies (i.e. privacy as non binary)

 Non-economic dimensions

 Privacy is also about self-expression, intimacy, civility, human dignity, autonomy, freedom, …

 Many studies heroically assume transparency

 In reality, information asymmetries abound

 Many studies heroically assume economically rational consumers

 In reality, heuristics and biases are pervasive
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And, how do we achieve any arbitrary degree of protection?



“Targeting is not only good for consumers [...] it’s a rare 

win for everyone. […] It ensures that ad placements 

display content that you might be interested in rather 

than ads that are irrelevant and uninteresting. […] 

Advertisers achieve […] a greater chance of selling the 

product. Publishers also win as […] behavioral targeting 

increases the value of the ad placements.”



“[Privacy] regulation imposed on a medium like the 

Internet that is changing so rapidly would have 

unpredictable consequences. […] Regulation would limit 

the flow of information and make it more expensive.

This could create market failures where none 

now exist.”



If economic surplus is being generated by increasing 

(and increasingly sophisticated) consumer tracking, 

how is that surplus allocated? Who is extracting that 

surplus? And therefore, what will happen if policy 

makers regulate that space?



Online advertising:

Frame 1 

Online advertising: 

Frame 2 
Consumers

Data Economy 
Intermediaries:

Reduce search costs

Consumers

Merchants

Data Economy 
Intermediaries:
Extract surplus

Competition

Oligopoly

Merchants

Publishers Publishers

Competition

Finite budget 
and attention



What Are the Welfare Implications of 
Targeted Advertising?

Veronica Marotta, Kaifu Zhang, Alessandro Acquisti



Ad Exchange
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33

 Multi-stage, 3-player game modeling online targeted 
advertising via “Real-Time Bidding” (RBT)
 Consumers, Advertising merchants, Ad Exchange

 Compare welfare outcomes of informational scenarios that 
differ in the type and amount of consumer’s data available 
during the targeting process
 No information
 Limited Information (vertical/horizontal)
 Complete information



Preferred information regime for advertisers and intermediary, 
given consumers' preference



Online Tracking and Publishers' Revenues:
An Empirical Analysis

Veronica Marotta, 

Vibhanshu Abhishek, and Alessandro Acquisti



By how much  do  publishers'  revenues  from selling ad 
space increase  when the ads they display are 
behaviorally targeted?

 Advertisers’ willingness to pay increases if they can target 
audiences (Chen and Stallert, 2014; Board, 2009)

 Ad price increases, publisher’s revenue increases

 When targeting audiences, advertisers reach narrow markets 
with reduced competition (Levin and Milgrom, 2010; 
Hummel and McAfee, 2016)

 Ad price decreases, publisher’s revenue decreases



We leverage a large data set shared by a media conglomerate, 
owner of a large number of online publishers

We estimate revenue changes when website visitors’  cookies  are, 
or are not, available (and therefore behavioral targeting of display 
ads is, or is not, possible)

 2 million advertising transactions, over 60 different websites
 Date and time
 Ad’s features (size, type, ...)
 Urls where ads shown
 Advertisers’ names
 Visitors’ geo-location and device features

 Publishers’ revenues

 Cookie’s information (or absence)

 ...



Augmented Inverse Probability Weighting (Robins et al., 1994)

1. Estimate Probability Model: Probability that user has a cookie
associated



2. Estimate two outcome models, one for transactions with cookies, one

for transactions without



3. Compute weighted means of treatment-specific 

predicted outcomes

4. Compute average treatment effect

 Double-robustness: only needs either the probability model or outcome models

to be correctly specified for the estimate to be consistent



Average increase in revenue when cookie is available is 
about 4% 
Or, $0.00008 per ad

Is the increase economically significant?
 The increase in revenue obtained through the use of 

cookies comes at a cost for the publisher:  infrastructure 
costs, data management costs, fees, costs imposed by data 
regulations...

 And, it comes at the cost of users’ privacy
 Furthermore:



Laura Bassett, The American Prospect, May 6, 2019



“The Economics of Privacy,” Acquisti, Taylor, and Wagman, 
Journal of Economic Literature, 2016



“Privacy and Human Behavior in the Age of Information,” Acquisti, 
Brandimarte, and Loewenstein, Science, 2015



1. “The Economics of Privacy,” Acquisti, Taylor, and Wagman, 
Journal of Economic Literature, (2016)

2. “Privacy and Human Behavior in the Age of Information”, 
Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewenstein, Science, (2015)

3. http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/
(or google/bing “economics privacy”)

For more information
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